ELECTRONIC TRAINING EQUIPMENT FOR DOGS

Start Here
Since 2004, VNT electronics Ltd. has been committed to design, develop and manufacture humane balanced dog training equipment that respects the well-being of animals and improve the communication between pets and owners. We develop, produce and distribute electronic training collars, invisible fence systems, ball droppers and no-bark collars under the brand name Dogtrace.

VNT electronics Ltd. became a growing company with more than 30 committed employees who all took personal responsibility in the quality and satisfaction of consumer needs. We do our best to fulfill the motto of the brand: "TAKING THE LEAD".

VNT Electronics Ltd. is also a proud member of the Electronic Collar Manufactures Association™. ECMA was created in March 2004 as a result of increasing awareness from different manufacturers concerning the necessity of regulating their industry. All ECMA members’ products meet the latest Technical Requirements which ensure minimum production standards and safety features and enable training while protecting animal welfare.

For more information please visit your website:

www.dogtrace.com
WHAT WE CAN OFFER

The Dogtrace range of electronic dog training equipment is designed to give the user more in terms of quality and performance, and to give him extra peace of mind it comes with an extended warranty for three years. We offer marketing support, excellent customer service, product training and warranty as well as post-warranty service.

**QUALITY**

Top quality European products at a competitive price.

All our products are made in the Czech Republic and are exported to more than 25 European countries.

**WARRANTY**

We offer three-year extended warranty.

Dogtrace electronic devices come with an extended three-year warranty with online registration system.

**MARKETING**

We offer graphic design and marketing support services to our partners.

We provide marketing assistance and product demos to support your sales efforts.
PRODUCT PORTFOLIO

- electronic training collars
- invisible fence systems
- no-bark collars
- ball droppers
TRAINING COLLARS d-control

The electronic training collar Dogtrace d-control, consisting of the transmitter and the receiver, it is a modern, safe, reliable, and effective training tool. With the d-control training collar you can make corrections that are suited to your dog’s temperament and the distraction level of the moment, at the proper time, for maximum training efficiency. Furthermore, the d-control is a powerful tool for reinforcing various commands and encouraging desired behaviour.

- It is possible to easily adjust the intensity of the stimulation.
- Designed to be effective at distances from 200 m to 1600 m.
- With built-in two dog capability, most models give you the option to train or manage two dogs with the same transmitter.
- The LCD display keeps you fully informed of the battery status, stimulation level, dog selection and form of stimulation (momentary or continuous).
- Various functions: stimulation impulse, audible beep tone, light, vibration, possibility to use external control ONE TOUCH.
- Ergonomic design, low weight, waterproof receivers.

VNT electronics Ltd.
TAKING THE LEAD

Contact Us
Nemcice 23, 561 18 Czech Republic / tel.: +420 733 121 890 / info@dogtrace.com
The electronic invisible fence Dogtrace d-fence, consisting of the transmitter unit, the antenna wire and the receiver, is a modern, safe, reliable, and highly effective system enabling you to define the boundaries of a safe play area for your dog (such as your garden) without the risk of escaping. If your dog, wearing a receiver collar, approaches the antenna wire, the receiver starts to emit warning beep tones (warning zone), if he continues to move forward, towards the antenna wire, the receiver emits stimulation impulses together with the beep tones (correction zone).

- It is possible to easily adjust the width of both zones and the intensity of the stimulation in eight levels.
- Designed for installations up to 2 200 m.
- Expands to unlimited number of receivers.
- Thanks to the ergonomic design and low weight of the waterproof receiver, it is suitable for all dog breeds and sizes.
- Interference Signal Intensity Test
The Dogtrace d-mute no-bark collars are a safe and effective tool to help eliminate any excessive or unnecessary barking of your dog. The collar is activated by the vocal cord vibrations eliminating the risk of false stimulation caused by another dog’s barking. There are four different models suitable for different dog sizes. d-mute and d-mute light are designed for medium and large dog breeds. d-mute small and d-mute small light are suitable for medium and small dog breeds.

- Six corrections modes with five stimulation levels.
- Automatic safety shut-off system.
- It is possible to easily adjust the sensitivity.
- Audible beep tone.
- Battery life up to six months.
- Fully waterproof.
BALL DROPPERS d-balls

The Dogtrace d-balls remote controlled ball dropper is an excellent device for training various exercises, great for motivational training and for giving the correct reward at the right time.

- With only one transmitter you can operate up to 8 d-balls machines in different locations.
- Every machine holds 4 balls and works up to 250 m distance.
- The device is suitable for professional dog sport training, police K9 training as well as for home use.

The Dogtrace Mini d-ball is a remote controlled ball dropper which can be easily attached to a dog handler’s vest. It is excellent for training the off-leash heeling exercise. There are 3 settings, ball only, tone only, ball and tone together.
We participate in several international fairs and exhibitions every year. In addition to that, we actively help our partners with the participation at regional and national trade shows to support their sales efforts. In the years 2012 and 2013 our products were exhibited at:

- IWA – Nurnberg, Germany
- Interzoo – Nurnberg, Germany
- Zoomark – Bologna, Italy
- ZOOSPHERE – St. Petersburg, Russia
- Game Fair – Chambord, France
- Natex – Athens, Greece
- Expo Aventuri – Bucharest, Romania
- Jagd und Hund – Dortmund, Germany
- World Dog Show – Budapest, Hungary
The company is situated in Nemcice, near Litomysl, about 170 km east from the Czech capital Prague. Don’t hesitate to contact us by e-mail or by phone.

For more information please visit your website:
www.dogtrace.com